Annual Update
2015
Wow, what an exciting year 2015 has been for the Nature’s Valley Trust! We have
managed to consolidate many of our programs, and have added several new
ones during the year! As always, each year has its own challenges and its own
rewards. We continue to strive to produce conservation, education, community
and research programs that help us maintain the ecological integrity of Nature’s
Valley and its surrounds, to educate stakeholders in the area, and to collect
essential ecological data to enable the authorities to better manage and
conserve this amazing part of the planet.
We so appreciate the many incredible people who continue to support the work
we do. We aim high, and hope you are proud of the work your NVT team has
produced this year. This December NVT turns 15! That’s 15 years of making a
difference, setting the bar high, and ensuring our collective investment in this
ecological paradise is taken care of - take a moment to enjoy it with us this
season!

Conservation in Action
Without doubt the highlight for 2015 on the conservation front was the expansion of the
internationally recognised Tsitsikamma Important Bird &
Biodiversity Area (IBA) into the new Tsitsikamma-Plettenberg
Bay IBA, formally linking the Tsitsikamma MPA with the
Robberg MPA as an internationally listed conservation area
with BirdLife International. This
was built on the backbone of several
of our research programs, and in
partnership with BirdLife South
Africa and their local branch,
BirdLife Plettenberg Bay. This is a
tangible step towards one of our
long term goals – sustainable conservation of our magnificent bay.
In addition, our relationships within local, regional and national conservation networks
remain healthy, with good participation on key issues that affect our region.

Ecological Research
Our research team has had a busy year. We co-supervised 7 Masters and one PhD student at
NVT this year, with 3 theses already being submitted (Minke’s Kelp Gull MSc received a
distinction, Lisa’s Fisherman Impact MSc is being examined, and
Lee’s MSc on Sedgefield Water Security passed with flying colours).
We still have Tracy’s MTech on waterbirds, Selena’s MSc on whitefronted plovers, Kellyn and Jennifer’s MSc ‘s in the Fynbos, and
Daniel’s
PhD
on
Fynbos
fragmentation, ongoing. In April we
welcomed Brittany as a WWF-SA
funded research intern to the team.
She now co-manages our Coastal,
Estuary and Fynbos Research Programs, and so much more!
Our work was presented at international conferences, and
some has been published in peer reviewed journals. There is a
growing recognition that our research work is adding value to
conservation efforts in the region.

Community Engagement
Our longstanding community programs are growing from strength to strength. The TsitsiTuiniërs Gardening Club just turned one and held another successful gardening competition
with 17 Kurland Village home owners entering their vegetable
and ornamental gardens. The gardening club is run
predominantly by Kurland Village community members,
under the guidance and administrative care of NVT, with our
focus being empowered ownership for green initiatives in local
communities. The locally driven recycling initiative is also
gaining momentum, with a functioning swop shop providing
an incentive to community members to bring recycling in for
exchanged goods such as food, clothes and stationary. Both of these initiatives evolved out of
the Kurland Village Cleaning and Greening Program, annually organised and facilitated by
NVT, showing the immense value of our Conservation Education and Community
Engagement program in local communities. In addition, we successfully rolled out our new
capacity building stakeholder engagement training program (800+ participants in 2015)
throughout the Bitou region, with funding from the Table Mountain Fund. Our Easter Holiday
Program was a huge hit and the current December one promises to be as big as ever!

Conservation Education
Our education programs have refocused on smaller groups with repeated interaction, leading
to sustained growth, behaviour change and agency in core, passionate groups of children in
most of the communities we work in. The focal programs for
2015 were the Birding Masters and Champions Program (in
partnership with, and funded by, BirdLife Plettenberg Bay),
the Adopt-a-River and Adopt-a-Beach Programs, the EcoSchools Program and a few key calendar events. The passion
and commitment exhibited by the children we work with is
amazing to see, indicating the refocused approach is paying
dividends. The next generation of local eco warriors are being
raised up here! We said a sad farewell to Yanga in November, who was an EE intern with
Cindy for two and a half years. Until the end of November we had reached over 2000
community members through our conservation education and community programs in 2015.

Volunteer NVT
This year has seen several high quality international volunteers contribute to NVT’s work,
from the UK, Netherlands, Germany, Australia, South Korea, the USA and S.A. Not only does
this add value to our programs, but it generates sustainable income for us, ensuring more of
your donations go straight into project work. We are now attracting passionate round
committed conservationists seeking real hands on work experience while making a tangible
difference while volunteering - what better place to get all that than Nature’s Valley?

Wrap up
Our sincere thanks to all who support us, and who share our passion for Nature’s Valley. The
changes brought about by the NVT Trustees over the last few years are certainly paying
dividends in terms of the reach of our work. The expansion of our ecological research
programs means we are able to base conservation decisions on virtually real time data. This
has strengthened our existing relationships with key stakeholders, and helped us develop new
ones that enable our voice to carry more weight at a local, regional and indeed national level.
The multi-pronged approach to develop sustainability for NVT is taking shape, with funds
now being sourced from donors, corporates, project sponsors, international volunteers and a
few other key areas. The shared vision we have of the long term ecological integrity of
Nature’s Valley being sustained for generations to come keeps us going, and impassions us to
work harder towards that goal.
To keep up to date with the work we do, visit
www.naturesvalleytrust.co.za, follow us on
Facebook or Twitter, sign up for our regular
newsletters or subscribe to our blog. Please
consider partnering with us if you don’t already
do so, with a tax deductible donation, a
corporate CSI grant (we are
level 4 BEE certified), or by
getting a MySchool card – earn
us funds while you shop, at no
cost to you.

